
Make It into Orbit       
By Helen Schell – Artist & Space STEAM educator  
For space themed activities, workshop ideas and examples please go to:  
https://www.sunspaceart.org/        (STFC funded project) 

 

Satellite themed activities for home & school  
Humans dream of visiting and living in space. Most of us will never be able to go there, 

but we can use space technology to help us live on Earth. 1000’s of satellites orbit our 

planet, the Moon & Mars and send useful information to our computers and phones. 

This relates to climate change, communications, transport systems, TV and geology. 
Imagine you have your own satellite orbiting a planet or moon. What would you look at 

and what would it do? Write a data diary, design a satellite, and invent technology to 

clean up & recycle space junk. Do a show & tell mission report for your friends and 

family. 

 

Find out about Satellites 
(If you can’t look online, use space books & imagination) 

https://www.nasa.gov/audience/forstudents/k-4/stories/nasa-

knows/what-is-a-satellite-k4.html     Introduction 

https://earth.esa.int/web/guest/missions/esa-eo-missions 

ESA Satellites in orbit 

https://earth.esa.int/eogateway/    What satellites do 

https://www.lroc.asu.edu/       Lunar Satellite 
 

Recycle, Reuse, Reinvent, Recycle 
Art Materials (Use recycled card, paper, fabric & plastic where possible) 

White & coloured card/paper, decorative papers (wrapping paper), tin foil, glue sticks, 

sticky tape, & double sided sticky pads, scissors, rulers & lid circles to draw round, felt-

tips, crayons & paints, and plastic objects. Also use Lego, Plasticine, toys & household 

items. 
 

Satellite Diary – Pop Up Book 
Include stories, poems, scientific data, art, pictures & designs. Record the orbit of your 

satellite and what you are looking at from above. This can be orbiting the Earth, Moon 

or Mars. 

 

Design a Satellite 
What would your satellite explore when orbiting the Earth, Moon, Mars or the Sun? 
Design a new satellite, which is powered by solar panels and will send back data to 

Earth. This could be about many topics, which might include climate change, transport, 

communication or the landscape of another planet or moon. 

 

Space Junk 
There are 1000’s of old satellites orbiting Earth, many of which are broken and no 

longer used. These are dangerous as they can crash into new satellites and even 
rockets when launched. How would you catch them and how would you recycle them to 

invent new technology for space exploration? 
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